LUMI STARTER’S GUIDE



FREE FLIGHT
Beacon

!
Put two AAA Batteries into the White Beacon (Pod) that comes with Lumi.
Turn LUMI Pod On by pressing the power button and hold it for five seconds, the red
LED will light up to indicate the power is on. Place the LUMI Pod on the floor to begin.
LUMI's Orientation
To fly LUMI properly, it is important to know its orientation. The lighter colored blades
denote the front while the darker colored blades and battery compartment denote the
rear.

!

Take off and Tricks


Press the take-off icon to start lumi. The + and - buttons control Lumi’s height, while the
joystick on the right control the direction. If you tell Lumi to go forward, the light blue
propellors will lead the way.
Tap the trick menu to access Lumi’s tricks. Tap any trick and watch Lumi easily perform
the stunt.
Picking up Beacon
To achieve follow-me, simply pick up LUMI Pod while LUMI is in mid-flight (without the
Clip), ensuring the magic beacon sense from LUMI Pod is visible to LUMI’s “eyes”
located on the underside of LUMI. Make sure to always keep the LUMI Pod below the
line of sight of LUMI.
LUMI TO THE BEAT
LUMI to The Beat
LUMI TO THE BEAT is a game of rhythm and reflexes. LUMI’s luminescent surface will
flash various colors (red, blue, yellow, green) while users try to press the corresponding
light on their mobile device Lumi app as quickly as possible.
How to Play (LUMI to The Beat)
Make sure the LUMI Pod is on and placed on the floor within range of LUMI then Select
the song that you want to play along to.
Match as many as you can to build up a hit combo. If you miss or tap the wrong color,
You will break the hit combo and affect your end score. Make too many mistakes and
it’s game over!
IN CHOREOGRAPHY
Choreography
Build your own routine for LUMI to follow, first select a song from either your music
library or pick the included LUMI song.


Building a Choreography
Then drag and drop various maneuvers icons on the timeline to build your very own
routines for LUMI to follow. You will find these commands at the bottom of the screen,
by pressing the toggle button on the left of the panel, you will be presented with some
LED light choices for LUMI to emit.
To View your Sequence

!

Once you are happy with your sequence, press the play button located on the bottom
right of the screen and enjoy the show.

